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Abstract: In this paper, we use mixed-period grooves to surround a subwavelength slit to
realize multiple extraordinary transmittance peaks for transmitted light. The mixed-period
grooves refer to a set of 1-D grooves arranged with particular groove pitches, which are
formed by merging two sets of 1-D periodic grooves with similar geometries but mainly
different groove periodicities. The finite-difference time-domain method was used to cal-
culate the transmittance spectra for the proposed mixed-period slit-groove structure over the
visible regime. The calculated spectra show that the mixed-period grooves could induce
dual groove-generated extraordinary transmission peaks in the visible regime. We find that
the mixed-period grooves can act as a grating coupler to excite surface plasmon polaritons
at multiple incident wavelengths. Moreover, one approach has been presented to further
boost the transmission at the dual groove-generated peaks.

Index Terms: Aperture transmission, gratings, subwavelength structures, surface
plasmons.

1. Introduction
In general, lightwave had been considered difficult to pass through a subwavelength aperture [1]
(that is, low transmittance); the term subwavelength means the aperture size is smaller than the
light wavelength. The aforementioned constraint for light thus became a substantial limitation to the
applications of photonic devices at nano-scale dimensions, like the size-compatibility problem [2] for
photonics and electronics. However, in 1998, the extraordinary optical transmission (EOT; that is,
high transmittance) was first discovered [3] for light passing through subwavelength metal holes.
From then on, vast theoretical and experimental studies have been performed in understanding the
interaction of light with metals in various nano-structures, such as a single subwavelength aperture
[4], [5] and subwavelength aperture arrays [6]–[8]. The EOT draws great attention because it has
vast potential for applications in many fields [9], including photolithography [10], [11], optical data
storage [10], [12], organic light-emitting diodes [13], and photodetectors [14]–[17].

Among the aforementioned applications, the one for photodectors is to use the EOT of bull’s-eye
(BE) structures to boost light transmittance [14]–[17]. Such structures are a kind of plasmonic nano-
structures, which consist of a single metal aperture surrounded with periodic surface corrugations,
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for example, a single hole surrounded by concentric annular grooves (also termed the 2-D BE
structure) and/or a single slit surrounded by parallel linear grooves (also termed the 1-D BE struc-
ture). The 1-D BE structure is called the single-period slit-groove (SPSG) structure in later sections,
because surrounding grooves of the BE structure are arranged with a single groove periodicity. In
fact, experimental results of the EOT phenomena for the 1-D and 2-D BE structures were reported
in [18] and [19]; since then, much work [20]–[25] has focused on the transmission properties of
these BE structures. Recently, some groups [26]–[31] explored the underlying mechanisms of the
EOT for these BE structures, and some others [32]–[35] optimized the geometrical parameters for
enhancing the EOT for these BE structures. In addition, the BE-structure-related applications [10],
[14]–[17] have also been proposed.

So far, it is generally recognized that the mechanism for the groove-generated EOT for these BE
structures is due to the excitation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) [18], [20], [22], [23], [26],
[29], [30], [36], [37]. The SPPs come from the coupling between free surface charges of the metal
and the incident light, where the momentum mismatch between the SPPs and the incident light is
compensated via the periodicities of the surface grooves of the BE structures. To be specific, the
periodic surface grooves act like an antenna to couple the incident light into SPPs, which make the
electromagnetic (EM) field become intense above the single aperture, leading to the EOT peak [9].
Here, the wavelength of the EOT peak is mainly determined by the period of the surrounding
grooves [18], [22], [26]. Recently, the slit-to-groove distance (a geometry parameter of the BE
structure) has been considered [22], [31], [35], [38], [39] as a key parameter to boost the trans-
mittance of the groove-generated EOT peak of the BE structure. Afterwards, a microscopic theory
for the 1-D BE structure has been provided to support that the occurrence of the groove-generated
EOT peak is due to the constructive interference between the slit modes (due to the Fabry-Pérot
(F-P) like resonance of the subwavelength slit) that are excited by the incident light and by the
groove-generated SPPs [29].

However, most BE-structure-related works have focused on using periodic surface corrugations
to surround a subwavelength aperture; for example, the surrounding groove pitches of the men-
tioned 1-D BE or SPSG structure are arranged with a single periodicity. On the other hand, the
number of the available groove-generated EOT peaks in the visible regime is limited to one for such
SPSG structure. This limitation would limit the BE structure to applications which need to be
operated at multiple working wavelengths within the visible regime, such as dual-wavelength optical
filters. Also, little literature has reported how to use non-periodic surface corrugations to effectively
generate the groove-generated EOT peaks for a subwavelength aperture. For these reasons, this
study designs the mixed-period grooves and uses them to surround the subwavelength slit to
achieve multiple groove-generated EOT peaks for the transmitted light. Unlike the mentioned
periodic grooves which show a constant regular groove pitch, the proposed mixed-period grooves
display carefully designed irregular groove pitches.

In this study, we use the 1-D mixed-period grooves to surround a subwavelength slit to form the
mixed-period slit-groove (MPSG) structure, i.e., Sample 3 in Fig. 1, for realizing multiple groove-
generated EOT peaks at arbitrary wavelengths in the visible regime, for the transmitted light. Here,
the MPSG structure is formed by combining two SPSG structures, i.e., Samples 1 and 2 in Fig. 1.
The rest of this paper is outlined as follows. We first confirm the spectral features of Samples 1 and 2.
Next, we turn to explore the spectral features of Sample 3. Then, a comparison of transmittance
spectra for groove-generated peaks is made between Sample 3 and Samples 1 and 2. Further-
more, the underlying mechanism of the EOT for Sample 3 is investigated. Finally, one way is
presented to boost the transmittance for the multiple groove-generated EOT peaks. Note that for all
the samples, this work has concentrated mainly on the groove-generated EOT peaks launched by
the grooves, instead of the F-P like EOT peaks launched by the subwavelength slit.

2. Simulation Setup and Modeled Structures
This section describes the modeled structures, the numerical scheme, and related parameters for
our numerical simulations. Samples 1 and 2 are combined to form the proposed structure, Sample 3,
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in this study. Each sample is composed of a finite number of grooves surrounding a single sub-
wavelength slit. By aligning their central slits, Samples 1 and 2 are merged to form Sample 3. After
the merging process, the resultant grooves of Sample 3 show irregular groove pitches surrounding
the single slit, because Samples 1 and 2 have different groove periods.

Geometrical parameters of Samples 1, 2, and 3 are shown in Fig. 1. The slit-to-groove distance is
defined as the distance from the center of the first groove, which is closest to the slit, to the center of
the slit for an SPSG structure. In this work, the grooves surrounding the slit are with the groove
period, groove number, and the slit-to-groove distance respectively being pA ¼ 730 nm, 2nA, and
lA ¼ 730 nm for Sample 1 and pB ¼ 600 nm, 2nB, and lB ¼ 600 nm for Sample 2. Here, the pa-
rameter nA and/or nB are varied from 2 to 8 for observing the influence of the groove number on the
transmittance. For Sample 3, its geometrical features such as groove pitches are mainly determined
by pA and lA of Sample 1 and pB and lB of Sample 2. Note that for Sample 3, the resultant number of
the mixed-period grooves ð2n0Þ is equal to 2nA þ 2nB, since Sample 3 is formed by combining
Sample 1 with the groove number 2nA and Sample 2 with the groove number 2nB. Also, note that for
convenience, n0 is expressed by ðnA; nBÞ hereafter. We consider that Samples 1, 2, and 3 are all
made of silver and have the same groove width w ¼ 40 nm, groove height h ¼ 90 nm, slit width
a ¼ 40 nm, and film thickness t ¼ 350 nm. The aforementioned geometrical parameters are se-
lected because they are close to typical values in experiments in the visible regime [26].

For calculating the transmittance spectra for these three samples, a plane wave with a sine-
modulated Gaussian waveform is impinged normally on the corrugated surface of each sample
from above. The central wavelength is �c ¼ 630 nm since this work has focused on the optical
regime, i.e., the free-space wavelength range is from 400 nm to 860 nm. All the spectra have been
calculated with a step size of 2 nm in wavelength in this study. And the transverse-magnetic (TM)
wave (i.e., Ez ¼ Hx ¼ Hy ¼ 0) is used to excite the SPPs on the interface between air and the
metal film.

Owing to the irregular geometry such as the non-periodic groove pitches of Sample 3, the
numerical finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) approach [40] was used in this study for solving the

Fig. 1. Schematics of two SPSG structures (Samples 1 and 2) and the proposed MPSG structure
(Sample 3). Sample 3 is obtained by combining Samples 1 and 2. For Samples 1 and 2, the surrounding
grooves are periodic, with groove pitch (or period), groove number, and slit-to-groove distance denoted,
respectively, by pA, 2nA, lA and pB, 2nB, lB. For Sample 3, the surrounding grooves are non-periodic,
with groove pitches, groove number, and slit-to-groove distances denoted, respectively, by ðpA; pBÞ, 2n0
[here n0 � ðnA;nBÞ], and lA and lB. All these samples have the same groove width w , groove height h,
slit width a, and film thickness t . All structures are assumed to be infinite in the z direction. The lowest
diagram shows an oblique view for Sample 3.
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time dependent Maxwell’s equation for the EM fields for Sample 3. In order to simulate the exten-
sion of the free space to infinity, perfectly matched layers (PMLs) [40] were put on boundaries to
surround the computational domain along the x and y directions. The cell number over the PML
thickness was set to 20. Also, an auxiliary differential equation method [40] was used to combine
Maxwell’s equations with the dispersion relation for modeling dispersive property of silver. The
dispersive property was approximated by the Drude model. According to the Drude model, the
relative permittivity (in frequency domain) of a real metal is given by

�mð!Þ ¼ �1 �
!2
p

!2 þ i�!
: (1)

In (1), ! is the angular frequency of the impinging light, �1 is the relative permittivity at infinite
frequency in the metal, !p is the plasma frequency in the metal, and � is the damping constant in the
metal. This study chooses �1 ¼ 5, !p ¼ 1:37� 1016 s�1, and � ¼ 9:63� 1013 s�1 as a set of pa-
rameters to fit the experimental relative permittivity data [41] for silver over the visible regime. The
computational domain (does not include the PMLs) was set to 1.76-�m width in the x direction
(�0:8 �m � x � 0:96 �m in Fig. 1) and 15.39-�m width in the y direction (0 �m � y � 15:39 �m in
Fig. 1) for simulating each sample in Fig. 1. The grid size was set to �x ¼ �y ¼ 2:5 nm along the x
and y directions. In addition, the discrete Fourier transform was used to convert the time-domain
results (EM fields) into the complex phasor form to calculate the transmittance spectra.

The normalized transmittance T is denoted by the ration of the transmitted power flux and the
impinging power flux. In this study, the transmittance is normalized to the cross-sectional area of the
slit. The normalized transmittance T is defined as following:

T ¼

R
Aout
ðPx ÞdAout

h i.
AoutR

Ain
ðPx ÞdAin

h i.
Ain

¼ PAin

P0Aout
: (2)

In (2), Px is the x component of the Poynting vector over the slit exit, P is the power flux passing
through the slit by integrating Px over the exit surface of the slit, and P0 is the power flux passing
through a virtual slit (by integrating Px over the entrance surface of the virtual slit). Here, the virtual
slit means a null slit (i.e., without the metal film) in the free space. Aout is the cross-sectional area of
the exit surface of the slit, and Ain is the cross-sectional area of the entrance surface of the virtual
slit. In addition, we have confirmed the validity of our simulation program by comparing our result
with the transmittance spectrum calculated in [26] using the coupled-mode method for simulating
the same typical slit-groove structure.

3. Results and Discussion
Before exploring the EOT for the MPSG structure (Sample 3), we first examine the EOT for the two
SPSG structures (Samples 1 and 2) with those geometrical parameters as stated in Section 2.
Since Sample 3 is formed by combining Samples 1 and 2, in this section, the transmission spectra
for Samples 1 and 2 will be shown first.

3.1. Single Groove-Generated EOT Peaks of Samples 1 and 2
In Fig. 2, a single groove-generated peak is observed in the transmittance spectrum for both

Samples 1 and 2. In Fig. 2(a), all curves for nA 6¼ 0 show that a single growing peak is located
around � � 770 nm for Sample 1. Clearly, as the groove number increases, the peak transmittance
rises significantly. Therefore, this peak is confirmed as the single groove-generated peak. In
addition to the single groove-generated peak, additional two peaks are observed for all curves for
nA 6¼ 0, one is located around � � 594 nm and the other around � � 426 nm. Meanwhile, the gray
curve in Fig. 2(a), which is for the slit without grooves ðnA ¼ 0Þ, also possesses two peaks, one is
located at � � 620 nm and the other at � � 448 nm. Apparently, the locations of these two peaks
are respectively close to the additional peaks (around � � 594 nm and � � 426 nm) of the curves
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for nA 6¼ 0 in Fig. 2(a). Transmittances of the two additional peaks are not significantly affected by
nA. In fact, these two additional peaks (around � � 594 nm and � � 426 nm) are identified to
associate with the F-P like resonance (i.e., slit resonance) for Sample 1. In other words, these two
additional peaks are F-P like peaks. It is clear that the two F-P like peaks for the gray curve shift by
about 22 � 26 nm when the grooves are added on the bare slit. Similar phenomena for the F-P like
peak shift could also be observed in the literature [26], [42]. Such shift could be due to the variation
of the effective refractive index of the slit cavity when the surface corrugations are added to the
metal film [42]. In short, the EOT of Sample 1 is characterized by the single groove-generated peak
and two F-P like peaks.

In Fig. 2(b), similarly, a single peak is observed around � � 690 nm for all curves for nB 6¼ 0 for
Sample 2. Also, as more grooves are added, the peak transmittance greatly rises. Therefore, this
peak is confirmed to be the single groove-generated peak. A comparison between transmittance
spectra for Samples 1 and 2, i.e., Fig. 2(a) and (b), shows that the wavelength of the single peak
varies with the periodicity of the surrounding grooves. For example, as the groove periodicity is
changed from a large pitch pA ¼ 730 nm to a relative small pitch pB ¼ 600 nm, the groove-gene-
rated peak wavelength varies from a long wavelength around � ¼ 770 nm [Fig. 2(a)] toward a
relatively shorter wavelength around � ¼ 690 nm [Fig. 2(b)]. Obviously, this tendency of the wave-
length shift implies that the groove-generated peak wavelength corresponds to the periodicity of the
surrounding grooves. So far, the aforementioned spectral features for Samples 1 and 2, such as the
occurrence of a single groove-generated EOT peak, are consistent with the previous report [26],
even though the geometrical parameters used in this study are somewhat different from those used
in the previous literature [26]. Briefly, Samples 1 and 2 show a single groove-generated peak in their
transmittance spectra in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively, and the single peak for Samples 1 and 2
respectively occurs at the wavelength roughly equal to the groove period of the corresponding
sample.

One thing that should be noted in Fig. 2 is that further addition of grooves does not add much to
the transmittance. This is especially evident in Fig. 2(b) where addition of grooves 6–8 appears to
result in no significant addition to the transmittance. This behavior could be attributed to the re-
radiation (due to the corrugated surface) and the finite propagation length (due to the finite con-
ductivity of real metals) of the SPP. The two phenomena limit the SPP collected by the surrounding
grooves, especially when the grooves are far away from the slit. Therefore, adding many grooves to
the surrounding arrays does not result in a linear increase in transmittance. In fact, such saturated
results in transmittance in Fig. 2 are consistent with the transmission results for linear gratings
reported in the literature [17].

Fig. 2. Transmittance spectra (a) for different groove numbers, 2nA, for Sample 1 with pA ¼ lA ¼ 730 nm
and (b) for different groove numbers, 2nB, for Sample 2 with pB ¼ lB ¼ 600 nm. In both (a) and (b),
w ¼ 40 nm, h ¼ 90 nm, a ¼ 40 nm, t ¼ 350 nm, and nA ¼ nB ¼ 2 � 8.
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In Fig. 2(a), one common F-P like peak around � � 594 nm is observed for all the curves with
nA 6¼ 0. It is reasonable to think that this common F-P like peak should also be observed for all the
curves with nB 6¼ 0 since the transmittance curves for nB 6¼ 0 and nA 6¼ 0 are calculated for Sample 2
with the same film thickness which determines the transmittance features of F-P like peaks.
However, in Fig. 2(b), we notice that the aforementioned common peak almost disappears [i.e., the
peak transmittance is significantly lower compared with the one in Fig. 2(a)] around � � 594 nm for
all the curves with nB 6¼ 0. The most likely explanation for the occurrence of the weak transmittance
is that the Wood’s anomaly offsets the intrinsic F-P like peak around � � 594 nm in Fig. 2(b) for
Sample 2. The Wood’s anomaly comes from the onset of a new diffraction order that is tangential to
the grating surface [43]. Note that the wavelength of the impinging light for the occurrence of the
Wood’s anomaly can be roughly predicted by the grating equation. The grating equation as below
describes the relationship between the diffracted light and the impinging light:

sin�m ¼ sin�i þ
m�w
p

: (3)

In (3), m is the diffracted order ðm ¼ 0;�1;�2; . . .Þ, �m is the diffracted angle, �i is the incident
angle of the impinging light, �w is the predicted wavelength for the occurrence of the Wood’s
anomaly, and p is periodicity of the grating.

The following demonstrates that the aforementioned nearly disappearing F-P like peak around
� � 594 nm in Fig. 2(b) is due to the Wood’s anomaly. According to (3), the transmittance dip should
occur at the calculated wavelength �w ¼ 600 nm as p ¼ pB ¼ 600 nm for the normal incidence,
which corresponds to �i ¼ 0	, m ¼ �1, and �m ¼ �90	 in (3). Evidently, the calculated wavelength
�w ¼ 600 nm is in a good agreement (a relative error of about þ1%) with the � � 594 nm for the
nearly disappearing F-P like peak in Fig. 2(b). That is, little light can pass the slit at the wavelength of
�w such that a transmittance minimum appears. Similarly, a common dip (indicated by the gray
inverted triangle) is observed around � � 700 nm for all curves for nA 6¼ 0 in Fig. 2(a) for Sample 1.
This dip coincides with the wavelength �w ¼ 700 nm calculated by (3) as well.

Up to now, the transmittance features of the spectra in Fig. 2(a) and (b) for Samples 1 and 2 are
well analyzed, respectively. Next, we turn to investigate the spectral features of transmittance for
Sample 3 and then make a comparison between spectral features for Sample 3 and those for
Samples 1 and 2. Note that in the following subsections, Sample 3 is formed by combining the
aforementioned Sample 1 with nA ¼ 8 and Sample 2 with nB ¼ 6 since the curve for nA ¼ 8 and the
curve for nB ¼ 6 show the largest transmittance at its groove-generated EOT peak in Fig. 2(a) and
(b), respectively.

3.2. Dual Groove-Generated EOT Peaks of Sample 3
The transmittance curve for Sample 3 with n0 � ðnA; nBÞ ¼ ð8; 6Þ is shown both in Fig. 3(a) and in

Fig. 3(b). Interestingly, dual groove-generated EOT peaks are observed in this curve for Sample 3.
The occurrence of the dual groove-generated EOT peaks could be confirmed by examining the
transmittance spectra of Sample 3 with varying groove number n0, as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b). For
instance, we fix nB ¼ 6 for Sample 2 and vary nA (from 2 to 8) for Sample 1 and then combine
Sample 1 with Sample 2 to form Sample 3 with varying n0 � ðnA; nBÞ; the transmittance spectrum
curves for Sample 3 are shown in Fig. 3(a). In Fig. 3(a), for the curves for ðnA 6¼ 0; nB ¼ 6Þ for
Sample 3, the first groove-generated EOT peak is observed around � � 790 nm. This peak is
confirmed as one of the dual groove-generated EOT peaks, since its peak transmittance is signifi-
cantly growing with increasing n0 (that is, nA is increased from 2 to 8 for ðnA; nBÞ for Sample 3).

Similarly, we fix nA ¼ 8 for Sample 1 and vary nB (from 2 to 6) for Sample 2 and combine Sample 1
with Sample 2 to form Sample 3 with varying n0 � ðnA;nBÞ. The transmittance spectrum curves for
Sample 3 are shown in Fig. 3(b). In Fig. 3(b), for the curves for ðnA ¼ 8; nB 6¼ 0Þ for Sample 3, the
second groove-generated EOT peak is observed around � � 690 nm. This peak is confirmed as the
other of the dual groove-generated EOT peaks, since its peak transmittance is significantly growing
with increasing n0 (that is, nB is increased from 2 to 6 for ðnA; nBÞ for Sample 3).
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Note that in Fig. 3(a) and (b), in addition to the dual groove-generated EOT peaks, an additional
peak is observed at � � 426 nm for all the transmittance curves for ðnA 6¼ 0; nB 6¼ 0Þ for Sample 3.
This peak is confirmed as the F-P like peak for the following two reasons. First, the position and
transmittance of this peak are almost not affected by the varying groove number n0. Second, the
position of this peak is close to the position of the second F-P like peak of the gray curve (the case
for bare slit).

As a result, from the transmittance curves for ðnA 6¼ 0; nB 6¼ 0Þ for Sample 3 in Fig. 3(a) and (b), it
is seen that Sample 3 possesses dual groove-generated EOT peaks over the visible regime, unlike
that each of Samples 1 and 2 possesses only a single one groove-generated peak over the same
regime. It is worthy to note that the mixed-period grooves of Sample 3 are arranged with non-
periodic groove pitches, unlike that the periodic grooves of Sample 1 or 2 are arranged with a
constant groove pitch. On the other hand, not only periodic grooves but also non-periodic grooves
can effectively assist optical transmission for a subwavelength slit, as long as the non-periodic
groove pitches are carefully arranged like the mentioned Sample 3. Briefly, multiple EOT peaks
such as the aforementioned dual groove-generated peaks are achieved via the proposed MPSG
structure, namely Sample 3.

For comparison, the transmittance curve for Sample 3 with n0 � ð8; 6Þ and the curves for Sample 1
with nA ¼ 8 and Sample 2 with nB ¼ 6 are plotted in Fig. 4(a). In Fig. 4(a), the green and red dashed
curves respectively show a single groove-generated peak located at � � 768 nm (indicated by the
green inverted triangle) and � � 686 nm (indicated by the red inverted triangle) for Samples 1 and 2;
the blue solid curve shows dual groove-generated peaks (indicated by the blue inverted triangles)
located at � � 788 nm (indicated by the 1st blue inverted triangle) and � � 696 nm (indicated by the
2nd blue inverted triangle) for Sample 3. From Fig. 4(a), it can be seen that the positions of the first
and second groove-generated EOT peaks for Sample 3 have strong correspondences with the
relative positions of the single groove-generated EOT peaks of Samples 1 and 2. For example, the
wavelength of the first peak (at � � 788 nm) for Sample 3 is close to that of the single peak (at
� � 768 nm) for Sample 1, and the wavelength of the second peak (at � � 696 nm) for Sample 3 is
close to that of the single peak ð� � 686 nmÞ for Sample 2. Hence, based on the similarities for
groove-generated peak wavelengths between Sample 3 and Samples 1 and 2, we believe that the
occurrence of the dual groove-generated peaks is associated with particular implicit groove pe-
riodicities which are hidden in the mixed-period grooves of Sample 3. Furthermore, it is clear from
Fig. 4(a) that such implicit groove periodicities may come from the groove periodicities of surrounding
periodic grooves of Samples 1 and 2, that is, pA ¼ 730 nm and pB ¼ 600 nm, respectively.

Fig. 3. Transmittance spectra for different groove numbers n0 for Sample 3 which is formed by
combining Samples 1 and 2. All geometrical parameters of Samples 1 and 2 are the same as in Fig. 2
except the groove numbers nA and nB. Here, the groove number n0 is denoted by ðnA; nBÞ for
(a) nA ¼ 2 � 8 and nB ¼ 6, and (b) nA ¼ 8 and nB ¼ 2 � 6.
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In order to understand more about the mixed-period grooves of Sample 3, we combine Sample 1
with a fixed groove period and Sample 2 with a varying groove period to form Sample 3 for checking
the relation between the groove-generated peaks and the mixed-period grooves. As an example,
the transmittance spectra in Fig. 4(b) show the dependences of the groove-generated peaks for
different p0Bs for the same Sample 3 in Fig. 4(a). Here, pB ranges from 560 nm to 680 nm with a step
size of 20 nm. Two spectra features for the groove-generated peaks can be observed from the
curves in Fig. 4(b). First, the first groove-generated peak of Sample 3 appears at almost the same
position. This indicates that the peak wavelength of the first-groove generated peak is only
dependent on pA and not affected by pB. Second, when pB increases, the second groove-generated
peak red-shifts with a step size of about 10 nm. Based on the two results, one may conclude that
the groove-generated peak of Sample 3 can be tuned by changing the groove pitches of the mixed-
period grooves. By the way, Fig. 4(b) shows noticeable transmittance peaks around � � 594 nm for
the curves for pB 9 620 nm, which are the F-P like peaks. These F-P like peaks arise again due to
the red-shift of the wavelength of the aforementioned Wood’s anomaly.

3.3. Mechanism of Dual Groove-Generated EOT Peaks
It is interesting that the MPSG structure (that is, the aforementioned Sample 3) with irregular

groove pitches possesses dual groove-generated EOT peaks, as revealed in the blue solid
transmittance curve in Fig. 4(a). In order to identify the mechanism of the dual groove-generated
EOT peaks, amplitudes of the magnetic field ðRe½Hz 
Þ associated with the groove-generated peaks
at � ¼ 788 nm and � ¼ 696 nm of the blue solid curve are plotted in the left panels of Fig. 5(a) and
(b), respectively.

As is shown in the left panel of Fig. 5(a), the SPP is clearly evident on the exit surface (i.e., the
metal-dielectric interface at x ¼ 350 nm) of Sample 3. For comparison, the field for the bare slit (that
is, removing all the grooves of Sample 3) at � ¼ 788 nm [the first groove-generated peak in
Fig. 4(a)] is plotted in the right panel in Fig. 5(a). It is shown that the SPP coming from the
subwavelength slit is not clearly evident on the exit surface of the bare slit because the coupling of
energy between light and SPP is low for the subwavelength slit. Consequently, it is reasonable to
deduce that the significant SPP on the exit surface of Sample 3 in the left panel of Fig. 5(a) is
caused by the mixed-period grooves. Similarly, from comparing the left panel with the right panel in
Fig. 5(b), it is clear that Sample 3 allows more SPPs to pass through the subwavelength slit when

Fig. 4. (a) Comparison of transmittance curves between groove-generated EOT peaks for the same
Sample 3 [with n0 � ð8;6Þ] in Fig. 3 and those of the same Samples 1 (with nA ¼ 8) and 2 (with nB ¼ 6)
in Fig. 2. Here, the cases for Samples 1, 2, and 3 are denoted by green dashed, red dashed, and blue
solid curves, respectively. (b) Transmittance curves for different pB for the same Sample 3 in (a), where
pB ranges from 560 nm to 680 nm. In (b), the black solid circle indicates the second groove-generated
peak of each curve.
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� ¼ 696 nm [the second groove-generated peak in Fig. 4(a)]. Accordingly, we conclude that the
dual groove-generated EOT peaks of the blue curve in Fig. 4(a) are directly related to the SPPs
launched by the mixed-period grooves. To be specific, at the dual incident wavelengths (i.e.,
� ¼ 788 nm and � ¼ 696 nm), the excited groove-generated SPPs and the excited slit-generated
SPPs carry the incident energy to propagate along the slit wall to pass through the slit exit, thus
leading to the dual groove-generated EOT peaks in the transmittance spectrum for Sample 3.

We also checked the wavelength of the SPP launched by the mixed-period grooves and the slit.
The SPP wavelength is usually estimated using the following expression [44]:

�SPP ¼ Re �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
"d þ "m
"d � "m

r� �
: (4)

In (4), � and "d are the incident wavelength in free space and the relative permittivity of the
dielectric, respectively. Note that �SPP is usually smaller than �. Thus, via (4), we know that the SPP
wavelengths in Fig. 5(a) and (b) are �ð1stÞSPP � 773:7 nm, corresponding to the first groove-generated
EOT peak at � ¼ 788 nm, and �ð2ndÞSPP � 678:9 nm, corresponding to the second groove-generated
EOT peak at � ¼ 696 nm, respectively. Fig. 6(a) and (b) plot the magnetic-field amplitudes ðRe½Hz 
Þ
of the surface wave on the exit surface for Sample 3 and the bare slit in Fig. 5(a) and (b),
respectively. It is clear from Fig. 6(a) and (b) that SPP wavelengths near the exit surface along the
horizontal line at x ¼ 352:5 nm calculated from the FDTD method are 765 nm and 670 nm, re-
spectively. Evidently, The SPP wavelengths calculated from our numerical simulations are smaller
but very close to those obtained from Eq. (4). Therefore, it is confirmed that Sample 3 makes the

Fig. 6. The magnetic-field magnitudes ðRe½Hz 
Þ, of the surface waves near the exit surface along the
horizontal line at x ¼ 352:5 nm (the dash lines in Fig. 5) for (a) the structure in Fig. 5(a) and (b) the
structure in Fig. 5(b). The red curves are for Sample 3 and the green curves are for the bare slit.
The vertical dotted lines denote the centerline of the slit, namely y ¼ 7:695 �m.

Fig. 5. Distributions of magnetic field, Re½Hz 
, for the same Sample 3 in Fig. 4(a) and the corresponding
bare slit. In (a) and (b), the field distributions (left panels for Sample 3 and right panels for the bare slit)
are associated with � ¼ 788 nm and � ¼ 696 nm, respectively. The dashed curve below the metal film
denotes the position near the exit surface, namely x ¼ 352:5 nm. Length spans on each panel:
x ¼ 1:76 �m, y ¼ 15:39 �m. The color bar limits are set to �0.17 ampere per meter.
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dual groove-generated EOT peaks by the mixed-period grooves via the excitation of the SPP. In
addition, the comparison between the green and red curves in Fig. 6(a) and in (b) shows that the
SPPs generated by the mixed-period grooves and those generated by the single bare slit have the
same SPP wavelength. This is because the SPP wavelength depends only on the incident wave-
length and the material, not on the geometry of the structure. Here, the mixed-period grooves act
like a combined grating coupler which converts the incident light into the SPP at multiple incident
wavelengths. This characteristic makes the MPSG structure have potential applications in photonic
devices with multiple operating wavelengths.

By the way, we noticed that in Fig. 4(a), the transmittances of the dual groove-generated EOT
peaks at � ¼ 788 nm and � ¼ 696 nm for Sample 3 (the blue solid cure) are smaller than those of
the single groove-generated EOT peak at � ¼ 768 nm for Sample 1 (the green dashed cure) and
the single groove-generated EOT peak at � ¼ 686 nm for Sample 2 (the red dashed cure), re-
spectively. Such difference in transmittance of groove-generated peaks between Sample 3 and
Samples 1 and 2 can be understood from the magnetic field intensity of the surface waves near the
input surface of the corresponding sample. For example, the surface field intensity (black curve) in
the left panel in Fig. 7(a) shows that the grooves arranged with pA ¼ 730 nm on the left side of the
slit of Sample 1 have strong field intensities above the grooves’ openings, with most peak intensities
being larger than 3.92 A/m indicated by the pink inverted triangles. In contrast, the surface field
intensity (black curve) in the right panel in Fig. 7(a) shows that the grooves arranged with the groove
pitch of pA ¼ 730 nm on the left side of the slit of Sample 3 have weaker field intensities above the
grooves’ openings, with all peak intensities being lower than 3.92 A/m indicated by the cyan
inverted triangles. Similarly, such difference in surface field intensity is also observed between
Samples 2 and 3. That is, the field above the grooves with pB ¼ 600 nm on the left side of the slit of
Sample 2 have stronger surface intensities than the ones among the mixed-period grooves of
Sample 3, as shown by the black curves in the left and right panels in Fig. 7(b), respectively.
Therefore, from the left and right panels in Fig. 7, it can be seen that Sample 3 has weaker surface
field intensities than Samples 1 and 2. Such difference in the surface field intensity between Sample 3
and Samples 1 and 2 in Fig. 7 might be attributed to the fact that Sample 3 has more surface

Fig. 7. Distributions of magnetic field (the color contour), Re½Hz 
, for the same Sample 3 and the same
Samples 1 and 2 in Fig. 4(a). In (a), left panel (for Sample 1) is associated with � ¼ 768 nm and right
panel (for Sample 3) is associated with � ¼ 788 nm. In (b), left panel (for Sample 2) is associated with
� ¼ 686 nm and right panel (for Sample 3) is associated with � ¼ 696 nm. The black curves show the
intensity of magnetic field on the horizontal line with x ¼ �2:5 nm (indicated by the green dashed lines)
above the grooves, which is the surface field intensity, jHz j, for the SPPs. For simplicity, each panel
shows only the left half-diagram for the symmetrical field distribution. The color bar limits are set to
�1 ampere per meter.
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grooves than Sample 1 (Sample 2) such that the surface waves of Sample 3 suffer more
propagation losses due to the scattering effect when surface waves hit the surface grooves.

In order to boost the transmittances of the dual groove-generated peaks for Sample 3, one way is
given here. That is, to vary the film thickness. Fig. 8 shows the transmittance spectra for Sample 3
for two different film thicknesses. With an appropriate film thickness, it is obvious from the red and
green solid curves in Fig. 8 that the transmittances of the dual groove-generated peaks can be
simultaneously promoted. For example, in the green solid curve for Sample 3 with t ¼ 350 nm in
Fig. 8, the transmittances of the first (at � ¼ 788 nm, indicated by the first green inverted triangle)
and second (at � ¼ 696 nm, indicated by the second green inverted triangle) groove-generated
peaks are T � 5:43 and T � 4:16, respectively, while in the red solid curve for Sample 3 with
t ¼ 440 nm in the same figure, the first (at � ¼ 788 nm, indicated by the first red inverted triangle)
and second (at � ¼ 714 nm, indicated by the second red inverted triangle) groove-generated peaks
are raised to T � 18:8 and T � 18:6, respectively. The transmittance enhancements are 3.5 and
4.5 times, respectively.

The aforementioned transmittance promotion can be understood by comparing the transmittance
curves for Sample 3 with t ¼ 440 nm and t ¼ 350 nm with those for the bare slits associated with
the corresponding thicknesses. The red dashed curve for the bare slit with t ¼ 440 nm shows that
the first F-P like peak at � � 748 nm (indicated by the black inverted triangle) has a broad line
shape, which basically overlaps with the wavelength ranges (roughly from � � 680 nm to 830 nm)
associated with the dual groove-generated peaks (indicated by the red inverted triangles) for the red
solid curve for Sample 3 with t ¼ 440 nm. In contrast, the green dashed curve for the bare slit with
t ¼ 350 nm in Fig. 8 indicates that the first F-P like peak at � � 620 nm (indicated by the black
inverted triangle) has a broad line shape (roughly from � � 580 nm to 660 nm), which does not
overlap with the wavelength ranges (roughly from � � 680 nm to 830 nm) associated with the dual
groove-generated peaks (indicated by the green inverted triangles) for the green solid curve for
Sample 3 with t ¼ 350 nm. Accordingly, it is confirmed that the transmittance promotion for the dual
groove-generated EOT peaks in Fig. 8 is directly related to the position of the F-P like resonance of
the subwavelength slit. As a result, we conclude that with an appropriate film thickness, the F-P like
resonance of the subwavelength slit can be utilized to boost the multiple groove-generated peaks of
the MPSG structure.

Fig. 8. Transmittance spectra for Sample 3 with different film thicknesses t . For each solid transmittance
curve, all geometrical features and parameters of Sample 3 are the same as those of Sample 3 in
Fig. 4(a) except for the film thickness t ¼ 440 nm for the red solid curve. The red and the green dashed
transmittance curves, respectively, are for the bare slit associated with the same Sample 3 for the red
and green solid curves.
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4. Conclusion
In summary, we have proposed a design for 1-D non-periodic grooves, namely the mixed-period
grooves, to surround a subwavelength slit to achieve multiple groove-generated EOT peaks. In fact,
the proposed MPSG structure is formed by combining two SPSG structures mainly with different
groove periodicities. Based on the transmittance spectra calculated by the FDTD method, our
simulation results suggest that the MPSG structure with the mixed-period grooves can possess
dual groove-generated EOT peaks. Moreover, this work has numerically shown that the dual
groove-generated peaks are due to the excitation of the SPPs via the mixed-period grooves.
Furthermore, we have demonstrated that the dual groove-generated EOT peaks of the MPSG
structure can be further enhanced by fine-tuning the film thickness. We believe that our finding can
be helpful for expanding the number of the operating wavelengths in the visible regime for some
plasmonic devices.
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